POWERFUL
ith the urge
of
providing
quality Thermo
Mechanical
Treatment,
popularly known as TMT
products, Radha TMT is
continuing the Radha Group’s
legacy that was founded in
1960 by Late Shri Radheshyam
Ji Saraf. Soon, the onus of
maintaining the reputation of
the Radha Group shifted on
Mr. Saraf’s sons, Mr. Sunil
Saraf and Mr. Suman Saraf,
who pledged to carry forward
their father’s legacy as the
Chairman and the MD of Radha
TMT, respectively.
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SETTING NEW
BENCHMARKS
Radha TMT is among the few
steel plants to adopt Thermex,
which is the highly acclaimed
German technology, deployed
in the renowned steel plant
units of the country. It
leverages advanced machinery
combined
with
Thermex
technology for manufacturing
the best-ever TMT bars to
offer a strong foundation to
the big superstructures. The
German technological solution
makes Radha TMT the leading
manufacturers of robust,
unimaginably ductile, superbly
weldable, and easily bendable
TMT products, including TMT
Steel bars.
With
highly
advanced
rolling mills accompanied by
the steel melting induction
furnaces
and
continuous
casting machine, Radha TMT
has become a hub of highquality primary steel across
the nation. The TMT Bars, MS
Squares, Plain Rounds, and
MS Flats manufactured by the
steel plant are setting new
and more advanced industry
standards for the growing
market in India.

RADHA TMT

PROVIDING A STRONG FOUNDATION TO THE NATION

Radha TMT, known for top-notch renovations, quality
workmanship, neat finish, & robust builds have been
providing a strong foundation to structures in India. It not
only complies with the industry standards but also strives
to offer the best quality TMT products to the would-be
executed structural developments all across the country

subsidiary of the Radha Group,
is emerging as an industry
leader in providing top-quality
steel for construction projects
that demand colossal strength
and durability. The inculcation
of
the
German-designed
quenching and tempering
technology in the highly
competitive
manufacturing
units offer a robust platform
for manufacturing the classic
steel pieces for constructions
that ultimately become the

most reliable structures in the
towns they are developed in.
Radha TMT manufactures
TMT Bars under the most
stringent quality conditions
to ensure the best quality.
Moreover,
the
products
manufactured by Radha TMT
are also resistant to extreme
weather
conditions.
The
testing and quality control
process conducted at the
unit makes the manufactured
products an ideal choice that

offers utmost reliability with
respect to strength, durability
as well as suitability.
A RESOURCE SAVIOUR
Choosing Radha TMT for the
fulfilment of construction
requirements not only offers a
sense of satisfaction in terms
of quality and durability of
structures, but also helps in
the conservation of resources.
The highly strong and extreme
load-bearing capabilities of
the TMT products have been
playing a significant role in
controlling the overall rate of
steel consumption across the
nation. The enormous tensile
strength of the products
makes them fit for all kinds
of structures, be it dams,
flyovers, bridges, or other
construction projects.

EMERGING AS A MARKET
LEADER
Located in India’s pearl and
diamond trading centre—
Hyderabad, Radha TMT – the
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